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PCGS # Colonials, Tokens & Medals Price Description
13 (1652) New England Shilling -- NGC AU58 $295,000 Pop 2 with one finer. Mintage unknown. Ex. Kreisberg (69.4 gr.). You just don't see Shillings this nice. ¬† This fully original 

piece is well-centered and the sharpest strike that we have ever seen. The planchet is perfectly round, incredibly smooth 
and well detailed. ¬†In our opinion -- this piece could've graded mint state. ¬ Last record shows this piece trading hands 
back in 1978.  MORE ABOUT NE SHILLINGS: The New England coinage is of unparalleled importance as the foundational 
coinage of what is now the United States. The NE shillings had the origin and denomination stamps punched by hand on 
round blanks. The silver used for the coin production was obtained locally and the pieces would be melted, assayed, 
refined, and then cast into strips by mint master John Hull in order to produce coins for the owner of the silver. The initial 
NE coinage was produced for only a short period. NGC Price Guide...$375,000.

58 Undated (ca. 1694) London Elephant Token - PCGS MS63BN $14,500 Pop 3 with 4 finer.  Another superb example of the scarcer thin planchet format, one both more elusive and usually better 
struck than the thick planchet. This is on a virgin flan, with bright golden luster barely faded from mint color on the obverse 
and a mottling of gold, light brown, and violet blue on the reverse. Crisply struck, well centered on the obverse, trivially 
aligned to the right on the reverse virtually a problem free. A very high grade, nice looking example of the type.  PCGS Price 
Guide...$22,500.

246 1773 Virginia "Penny" -- PCGS PR64 BN $25,000 Mintage Unknown.  Pop 3 with only 7 Finer.  A lovely and impressive example of this classic colonial rarity. Both sides 
possess a rich and evenly distributed chestnut-brown patina, with flashy silvery-blue iridescence as well as a few hints of 
mint red. Crisply impressed from the dies and well centered on the planchet; one will be challenged to locate a singularly 
bothersome area of striking incompleteness, with the legends and devices standing in pinpoint definition. All told, simply a 
beautiful and high-end representative of this celebrated type.  Struck on highly prepared planchets from a unique set of 
dies, the Virginia "penny" coins were never intended for commerce. While a few are known with evidence of circulation, 
most are fairly nice, well-preserved in the upper class 18th century English collections for which they were intended. As the 
most impressive form of the only truly "colonial" coin in the United States, the Virginia penny is a classic rarity, avidly 
sought in every state of preservation. Fewer than 30 examples are thought to exist.  PCGS Price Guide...$25,000

478 1787 Nova Eborac Copper, Medium Bust, Seated Figure Left -- PCGS MS64+BN $27,500 Pop 1 with one finer at PCGS (66BN).  Exquisite 1787 Nova Eborac Copper.  One of the finest known examples of not only 
this type, but the entire Nova Eborac coinage. Glossy medium brown with abundant faded mint color around the obverse 
periphery. Superb eye appeal is uniform on both sides, and the central devices show simply exquisite detail in places like 
the obverse portrait's hair and the reverse figure's drapery.  A natural low spot is seen in the obverse field in front of the 
portrait's chin, and some scattered hairlines are seen on the obverse.  The overall aesthetic impression is superb, as would 
be expected by both the grade and the fine old provenance. Though the Nova Eborac coinage was unofficial, the mintage 
was clearly fairly large. It's surprising there aren't more nice ones around, but there just plain aren't.  PCGS Price 
Guide...$28,500

667  1783 Washington Military Bust Copper -- NGC MS62BN $1,500 Pop. 6 only 2 Finer at NGC.  Dominant deep olive and steel-brown patina gives way to faded rose-red color at the borders. 
Sharply struck throughout with a pleasingly smooth appearance in hand. This piece represents a "rare" (per Musante, 2016) 
die marriage of an otherwise readily available Military Bust copper type that is sure to appeal to variety specialists.  

9999 (1789) Mott Token - Thick Planchet, Plain Edge -- NGC MS63 BN $1,150 Pop 8 with 11 Finer.  Breen-1022.  An uncommonly well preserved example of this intriguing early American token with 
glossy mahogany-brown surfaces that retain traces of mint frost. Late state of the dies with a large die break at the top left 
corner of the clock and spalling in the fields and peripheries of both sides. The exact origins of these tokens remain a 
mystery, but it is likely they were made at least a few decades after the 1789 date they bear and the die work appears to 
match that of some other tokens produced by Robert Lovett, Sr. in the 1830s. This is a choice and appealing example.  No 
price guide information available.

720 1792 Washington President Pattern. General Reverse, USA Edge -- PCGS XF45 $75,000 Extremely Rare. The second finest known of very few survivors. Somewhat mottled olive and steel brown well struck with 
both sides nicely centered.  This piece actually circulated as a commercial copper for a short time before being plucked out 
and saved as something obviously unusual and special.  One of the rarest of the Jacob Perkins pattern issues, this type is 
scarcely ever seen for sale, especially with the edge lettered.  

PCGS # Copper Price Description
1326 1855 Half Cent -- NGC PF65 BN $9,500 Pop 4 with one finer at NGC.  This boldly detailed proof has fully mirrored and deeply reflective proof surfaces around boldly 

defined, lustrous devices. Light olive and tan fields retain hints of lilac toning, faded from original red, along with splashes of 
lovely sky-blue.

2127 1877 Indian Cent -- PCGS AG03 CAC $375 Amazing CAC specimen!

Coins In Red are our newer additions
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2236 1859 Indian Cent -- NGC PF65 Cameo $6,300 Mintage of 800 pieces.  Gorgeous quality for this important single year type coin and one of the few Cameo examples seen. 
Furthermore the Gem grade is always a delight and seldom offered. The strike is sharp throughout, with good contrast 
between the frosted devices and mirrored reflective fields. A splendid, jewel-like example of this elusive cent with traces of 
copper-red patina particularly over the obverse.  NGC Price Guide...$7,250.

PCGS # Three Cent Pieces Price Description
3673 1857 Three Cent Silver -- NGC MS66 $3,850 Pop 14 with None Finer at NGC.  Only one finer at PCGS.   The 1857 three cent piece is a rarity in Premium Gem condition 

and nearly uncollectible finer. This piece displays satiny luster and original russet toning. The central strike is surprisingly 
well executed..  NGC Price Guide..$5000

3705 1858 Three Cent Silver -- NGC PF66 $9,500 Only 5 numerically finer at NGC.  Stunning Colors.  This Premium Gem displays reflective surfaces and well-struck devices. 
Natural green-gold and lilac hues adorn each side. Eye appeal is pleasing. In addition to its absolute rarity, this coin 
possesses noteworthy condition rarity. Most survivors of early silver Proof coinage from the 1850s and 1860s are impaired 
from repeated cleanings at the hands of earlier numismatists. Nearly as pristine as the day it was struck, and originally 
preserved, this upper end Gem will please even the most discerning of today's quality conscious collectors..  NGC Price 
Guide...$13,250

3719 1869/8 Three Cent Silver - PCGS PR66 CAC $7,500 Only 7 Finer.  This enchanting specimen is drenched in vivid, blended patina of cobalt blue, deep rose, charcoal-olive and 
reddish-gold. Well-mirrored in finish with full striking detail and silky smooth surfaces. Terrific overdate specimen.  

3769 1873 Closed 3 Three Cent Nickel -- NGC PF67 $3,850 Pop 5 at NGC.  None Finer.  A pleasing pastel-toned Superb Gem proof, showing powder-blue and champagne hues across 
reflective fields and satiny devices. The strike is sharp throughout, and no mentionable marks are seen. The 1873 proof is 
only known with the Closed 3 date variant. Examples are rare in Superb Gem condition.  NGC Price Guide...$4850

83770 1874 Three Cent Nickel -- NGC PF67 Cameo $3,300 No Finer Pieces Certified.  Lustrous light gray devices and lightly mirrored fields characterize this brilliant and untoned 
Superb Gem Cameo proof.  NGC Price Guide for a common date...$4250.

83773 1877 Three Cent Nickel -- PCGS PR66+ Cameo CAC $4,400 CAC endorsement, a Plus designation, and cameo contrast all set this piece apart from the majority of Premium Gem proof 
examples we have seen. The strike is sharp, complementing brilliant, well-contrasted surfaces. Deep reflectivity in the 
fields adds to the eye appeal. The 1877 three cent nickel was only struck in proof format, making the current issue 
essential for date set collectors.  PCGS Price Guide in PR66CA...$5500.  In PR67CA...$8000.

93765 1869 Three-Cent Nickel -- PCGS PR66DCAM $2,500 This is an exquisite upper end Gem with watery fields supporting frosty design elements. Sharply struck, as befits the 
method of manufacture, with only the lightest champagne iridescence denying full brilliance. Exceptional quality in a 
survivor from a Proof mintage that is likely on the order of 850 to 1,100 pieces.  PCGS Price Guide...

PCGS # Nickels  (All Varieties) Price Description
3825 1871 Shield Nickel -- NGC PF67 $3,950 Pop 5.  None Finer.  A virtually pristine condition rarity that will appeal to quality conscious specimen type and date 

collectors. Lightly toned in iridescent champagne-gold, more so on the obverse than reverse. Both sides are fully struck with 
a highly reflective finish. Exquisite!  NGC Price Guide...$4,500.

3952 1924-D Buffalo Nickel -- NGC MS-66 $9,750 Pop 2 with none finer.  Blended shades of golden-gray and pinkish-apricot iridescence accent the satiny surfaces of this 
Gem. The complexion is impressively composed under magnification and the eye appeal is superior for this challenging mint 
marked issue.  The Denver Mint resumed production of nickels in 1924 after a four year break. With most of the 5,258,000 
coins produced consumed by circulation, the 1924-D is one of the scarcest Denver Mint Buffalo nickels in Mint State. Gem 
Mint State specimens remain as elusive as ever. This NGC MS-66 is among the finest known and sits at the very top of the 
service's Census.  NGC Price Guide...$18,000.

3968 1929-S Buffalo Nickel -- NGC MS67 $9,500 Pop 12 with None Finer at NGC.¬ Exceptionally smooth satin surfaces border on pristine. Sharply struck and further 
enhanced with wisps of attractive toning -- it's difficult to imagine a more desirable example of this issue.  NGC Price 
Guide...$10,000.  CDN Greysheet...$9,500.  CDN Retail Price Guide...$11,900

PCGS # Half Dimes  (All Varieties) Price Description
4285 1835 Capped Bust Half Dime -- NGC MS65 $2,250 Small Date, Small 5 C.  Sharply struck with satiny fields and impeccably preserved surfaces. Lightly toned with gray-lavendar 

blending in with bright underlying surfaces. Conditionally scarce for this otherwise obtainable die marriage, this Gem 
Capped Bust half dime is particularly well suited for inclusion in a high grade type set.  NGC Price Guide...$3500.

4356 1853 Seated Half Dime With Arrows -- PCGS MS67 $6,950 Pop 11 with 6 finer.  A richly original Superb Gem with particularly dramatic reverse toning in mottled copper-red, steely-
charcoal and deep olive colors. The brighter reverse is brilliant in the centers with splashes of similar colors around the 
periphery. Both sides are sharply struck with a full endowment of smooth, billowy mint luster.  PCGS Price Guide...$9000

4366 1857-O Half Dime -- NGC MS67 $6,150 Pop 6. None Finer.  Bright, essentially untoned surfaces are expertly preserved with full satin luster. Sharply struck, as well, 
and a delight to behold.   It is likely that many 1857-O half dimes were either lost through circulation prior to the Civil War, 
or were melted during or after that conflict. Somehow the present example survived this tumultuous era without seeing 
circulation, and it managed to do so while retaining nearly pristine surfaces that are virtually as struck.  NGC Price 
Guide...$8,000.4381 1862 Seated Half Dime -- PCGS MS68 $8,750 Pop 7 with none numerically finer.  An Absolute rarity.  This captivating Superb Gem exhibits semi-prooflike reflectivity in 
the fields that forms a splendid backdrop to smartly impressed, frosty-textured design elements. Both sides are 
predominantly brilliant, although we do note pretty peripheral highlights in iridescent golden-apricot that are about equal in 
intensity on each side.  PCGS Price Guide...$10,000.

PCGS # Dimes  (All Varieties) Price Description
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11026 1792 Disme -- NGC MS63 BN P.O.R. Priced on request.  Pop 1.  Single finest known.  This is one of the most significant 1792 dismes that exists.  It is a crisply 
impressed, sharply rendered example that allows full appreciation of this historic design. Both sides are incredibly smooth.  
Full denticulation encircles both side.   Both sides have splendid olive-brown color faded from original mint red. The strike is 
bold with virtually full details on each side. Both sides have full borders.  Expertly produced, carefully preserved, and 
visually appealing. MORE ABOUT THIS PIECE:  Clearly any 1792 issue is of special importance and interest, but the disme is 
truly foundational to our monetary system. It was the lynchpin of Jefferson's decimal plan, the small denomination that 
held the decimal place between the lowly cent and the mighty dollar. No price guide information available.

4511 1829 Capped Bust Dime -- NGC MS66 $9,000 Only 10 Finer among all varieties.  JR-6. Small 10 C.  According to NGC Census data, this is the finest known example of the 
JR-6 Variety.  This is a visually impressive 1829 dime exhibiting rich and colorful patina that truly dazzles beneath a light. 
Each side displays tangerine and magenta hues at center which cool to teal, gold, and olive at the rims. This dime is sharply 
struck and original, without any blemishes of note under inspection.    NGC Price Guide All Varieties...$9500.

4609 1856 Seated Dime, Small Date -- NGC MS66+ $4,950 Pop 1 with one finer at NGC.  Exceptional surface preservation for the more frequently encountered date logotype of the 
circulation strike 1856 dime. Smooth and satiny, both sides are brilliant apart from the lightest pale silver and champagne-
gold tinting. Fully struck with eye appeal to spare, even the finest collection of Liberty Seated coinage would benefit from 
inclusion of this premium quality Gem.  NGC Price Guide...$5,625.

4651 1870 Liberty Seated Dime -- NGC MS66 $5,950 Pop 4 with none finer.  Satiny on both sides, with a light coating of pastel gray-golden toning. The strike is sharp overall 
including Liberty's hair and the leaves on the wreath on the reverse. Outstanding surface quality with no mentionable 
distractions seen even when studied with a loupe. One of the four MS-66 coins certified by NGC of this more difficult date, 
with none finer. With a mintage of 470,500 pieces for the year, dismal survival rates ensued and finding more than a handful 
may require decades. Gems like this are caviar for the specialist. NGC Price Guide...$7500.

4668 1874 Arrows Seated Liberty Dime -- NGC MS66 $2,300 Only 8 finer.  NGC Price Guide...$4650.
4679 1876 Seated Dime -- NGC MS67 $1,950 Only one finer known at NGC.  It's as good as it gets. Attractive rich and radiant luster on the obverse and mostly white 

reverse can be found on this Premium gem Seated Dime. Well struck and fully detailed.  NGC Price Guide...$2500.
4688 1880 Liberty Seated Dime -- NGC MS68 $9,750 Pop 5 with none finer.  Splendid ocean-blue, red, and gold toning embrace this lustrous and immaculate Seated dime. The 

deepest shades of color are located near the rims. Likely due to large-scale silver dollar production, the business strike 
mintage of the 1880 dime was only 36,000 pieces. Apparently, Philadelphia dealers at the time were aware of the issue's 
scarcity, and set aside examples in Mint State. Nonetheless, the date is rarely encountered in the present quality.  NGC Price 
Guide...$12,500.

4820 1899-S Barber Dime -- PCGS MS65 $2,150 PCGS Pop 12.  A splendid specimen, an absolute Gem example of the San Francisco Barber dime from 1899. Sunset-golden 
toning is mixed with russet-charcoal on the obverse, while on the reverse, we see a mixture of olive-green, antique-gold and 
dove-gray. Details are well struck. Seeing this coin will make you want to start collecting Barber dimes!  CDN Collectors Price 
Guide...$2380.

4882 1898 Barber Dime -- PCGS PR67 $1,900 Mintage...735.  Only one finer at PCGS.  Strongly reflective through deep and luminous patina, blue, violet, lavender, and 
gold-green. Boldly struck and fantastic eye appeal.  PCGs Price Guide...$3,500.

PCGS # Twenty Cent Pieces Price Description
5304 1876 Twenty Cent Piece - NGC PF65 $6,250 Mintage...1,260.  Originally Toned, Bold Eye Appeal.  The "Centennial bump" in 1876 proof set sales did not meet 

expectations, so the Mint dealt with the excess by releasing unsold proofs into normal circulation. High-grade proofs that 
survive do so from a considerably smaller mintage than the 1,260 pieces reported by Mint records. This is a sharply struck 
twenty cent proof, with well-mirrored fields that display dappled tan-gold toning and blue border accents.  NGC Price 
Guide...$7,200.

5304 1876 Twenty Cent Piece -- NGC PF66 $10,750 Mintage 1,260.  Pop 9 with 5 finer.  This delightful Premium Gem exhibits sharply detailed design elements and reflective 
fields, under attractive shades of sea-green, magenta, and cerulean-blue toning.  NGC Price Guide...$15,250.

5306 1878 Twenty Cent Piece -- NGC PF66 $11,500 Only Four Finer at NGC.  Attractive Rich Colorful Tones.  Two years of sporadic circulation-strike and proof coinage, followed 
by a pair of proof-only issues in 1877 and 1878, comprise the entirety of the twenty cent series. The extreme rarity of the 
1876-CC makes completion of the circulation strike set impossible for most collectors, putting increased demand on the 
proof series. This final-year proof boasts delightful mirroring and frosty, sharp design elements. Perhaps the chief attribute 
beyond its seldom seen PR66 grade is the vivid toning that blankets each side in navy-blue, mint-green, and lavender-
orange hues.NGC Price Guide¶$15,750

PCGS # Quarters (All Varieties) Price Description
5313 1805 Bust Quarter -- PCGS MS64 $38,500 Smooth and satiny.  An impressive near-Gem of this second-year Heraldic Eagle type coin. Russet-brown and cobalt-blue 

toning accompanies the peripheral stars and legends, but open areas and high points remain brilliant. Abrasions are trivial 
and hard to find. The strike shows intricate detail on the wings while the vertical shield lines are brought up. Overall, a 
desirable condition census example of this challenging early series. PCGS Price Guide...$40,000.

5328 1820 Small 0 Quarter -- NGC MS66 $39,500 None Finer.  Pop 4 in 66 (2 in 66 plus).  Ex. Eliasberg.  B-4 Variety.  This exceptional 1820 Premium Gem quarter will delight 
any Bust quarter collector from any generation.  Original, coin-gray surfaces give way to a multitude of color in the 
protected areas. Liberty is outlined by shades of gold and russet, and the date and stars exhibit a similar effect. Tan hues 
outline the reverse eagle, while aqua and gold are seen at the reverse rims. This is an outstanding example of early 19th 
century U.S. coinage combining pedigree, high technical grade, and strong eye appeal. The B-4 variety is confirmed by a 
Small 0 in the date, small obverse stars, and die pitting to the left of 2 in the date. NGC Price Guide...$57,500.
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5432 1854 Arrows Seated Liberty Quarter -- PCGS MS66 $12,500 Pop 4 in 65+ with 17 numerically finer.  1854 Gems are scarce, and finer pieces are rarely offered. This Plus-designated, CAC-
approved MS65 coin exhibits well-detailed design elements and vibrant mint luster, with mingled gold, green-gray, and 
amber patina.   Did you know? In 1853, the weight of the quarter dollar was reduced from 6.68 gm to 6.22 gm, and the 
reduction was noted on the coins by the addition of arrows on each side of the date and a burst of rays in the reverse fields 
around the eagle. The rays were removed for 1854 coinage, but the arrows remained at the date until 1856.  PCGS Price 
Guide in MS65+ (non-CAC)...$8,500.  In MS66...$32,500.

5473 1868-S Seated Quarter - PCGS MS65 $12,500 Pop 1 with 3 finer.  This piece displays satiny, unabraded surfaces and sharply struck design elements. Lovely rose-gold 
and mint-green hues adorn each side, adding to the eye appeal. Hints of lilac also appear in portions of the margins. .  The 
San Francisco Mint struck only 96,000 Seated Liberty quarters in 1868, most of which went directly into circulation in the 
West, where silver coinage still circulated in the immediate aftermath of the Civil War. Mint State survivors are rare today 
in all grades, and only a handful of pieces are known in Gem or better condition. PCGS Price Guide...$17,500

5494 1874 Arrows Seated Liberty Quarter -- PCGS MS67 $16,500 Finest known at PCGS. Tied for finest with one other at NGC.  Ex: Foxfire-Pogue.   A remarkable display of blue, russet-red, 
and umber toning occupies the left-obverse field and the coin's margins, while the intense toning lightens to reddish-gold 
and silver-ivory in the centers. Those who appreciate attractive and originally toned coins will appreciate why this Superb 
Gem is tied with one other 1874 Arrows Seated quarter for the finest-known at PCGS and NGC combined.  The smooth 
fields and unmarked devices are incomparably lustrous and frosted, and as such this coin is destined to highlight the most 
advanced Seated quarter collection.  PCGS Price Guide...$20,000.

5510 1878-S Seated Liberty Quarter -- NGC MS65 $10,500 Pop 5 with none numerically finer.  This Gem example is sharply struck and crisply defined with lustrous, bluish-gray 
surfaces and attractive olive overtones. There are no mentionable marks or abrasions to be seen on the smooth and 
appealing fields or devices.  A diagnostic die line within the dentils above and to the left of star 8 helps identify authentic 
examples of this late-series, low-mintage San Francisco issue. The 1878-S is scarce to the point that deceptive counterfeits 
exist, although the present coin clearly confirms as authentic by NGC and by die characteristics.  NGC Price 
Guide...$15,500. 

5511 1879 Seated Liberty Quarter -- NGC MS67 CAC $6,250 Pop. 18 with only 3 Finer.  Well deserving of the CAC designation.  Attractive porthole toning exists on both sides of this 
Superb Gem 1879 quarter. Dappled shades of deep-blue obverse toning surround a window of golden hues, while the 
reverse displays the same golden hues complemented by lavender and jade-green accents. Both sides exhibit sharply 
struck motifs and excellent eye appeal.  NGC Price Guide in MS67...$5200.  In MS68...$26,000.

5517 1885 Seated Liberty Quarter  -- PCGS MS66 CAC $3,300 Pop 18 with 5 numerically finer.  Undesignated contrast.  This sharp, prooflike Premium Gem 1885 quarter displays 
noticeable cameo contrast on the obverse, while the reverse is more deeply toned in lavender and aquamarine hues. 
There are no mentionable abrasions. Prooflike circulation strikes of this period are not unusual given the low mintages. 
The 1885 had a production total of just 13,600 pieces.  PCGS Price Guide...$3500.

5575 1874 Arrows Seated Liberty Quarter -- NGC PF66 $7,250 Only 6 finer.  Essential Two-Year Type.  This Premium Gem proof is one of 700 pieces struck in this year. Luminous surfaces 
are blanketed in iridescent cobalt-blue, orange-gold, and lavender toning, and offer a cameo-like effect when the coin is 
tilted beneath a light. The design elements are fully brought up, and both sides are devoid of significant marks.  NGC Price 
Guide...$9250.

5605 1893-O Barber Quarter -- PCGS MS66 $2,650 Pop 13 with only 4 finer at PCGS.  The New Orleans Mint struck a large mintage of nearly 3.4 million Barber quarters in 1893, 
the second year of the design. Few survivors can match the quality and eye appeal of the present coin, however. This 
spectacular Premium Gem exhibits well-preserved lustrous surfaces, under attractive shades of greenish-gold and lavender-
gray toning. The well-detailed design elements, too!  PCGS Price Guide...$3000.

5612 1895-S Barber Quarter --- NGC MS64 $1,390 Blast White.  A brilliant and sharply struck example with bountiful mint luster. It is a significant condition rarity, 
underappreciated in all Mint State grades, especially those at or near the Gem level. A significant find for astute collectors of 
Barber coinage.  NGC Price Guide...$2300.  CDN Grey Sheet Bid...$1400.

5621 1898-S Barber Quarter -- NGC MS67 $17,500 Pop 3 with none finer.  Here is an amazing Superb Gem example of this scarce and conditionally challenging Barber quarter. 
Attractively toned in light champagne-gold iridescence, both sides exhibit full mint luster in a lively satin texture. The fields 
are modestly semi-reflective, and the design elements are fully struck throughout.  One of the scarcer early San Francisco 
Mint Barber quarters, the 1898-S is particularly elusive in Choice AU and Mint State grades.  NGC Price Guide...$22,500.  CDN 
Retail Price Guide...$19,800.

5739 1920-S Standing Liberty Quarter -- NGC MS65 FH $17,500 Pop 12 with just 4 finer at NGC.  Exceptional Gem Full Head.  Originally toned and visually appealing, with mottled reddish-
russet peripheral highlights to otherwise antique golden surfaces. The complexion is lustrous and softly frosted, and even 
magnification fails to reveal troublesome blemishes. Among the finest certified of the issue and ranked just a single point 
below the top coins seen by NGC.  With a relatively modest mintage of 6.3 million coins, the 1920-S is one of the key dates 
to the series and a difficult issue to find with the Full Head designation.  A handsome and enticing example for the 
specialist, and surely destined for an advanced Standing Liberty set.  NGC Price Guide...$22,000.  CDN Price Guide...$21,000.

5779 1930 Standing Liberty Quarter -- PCGS MS66 FH $1,500 A well struck GEM example of this final Philadelphia mint issued Standing Liberty quarter. Freckles of multicolored toning 
are splashed across the obverse, the blues and golds really pop when the satiny surfaces are viewed at angles under a 
light. Great eye appeal.  PCGS Price guide...$2000

PCGS # Half Dollars (All Varieties) Price Description
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6064 1801 Draped Bust Half Dollar, O-101 -- NGC AU50 $12,500 Pop 5 with 9 finer.  Always challenging in high grade. Richly toned autumn-brown surfaces show glimpses of reddish-gold 
undertones and traces of mint luster on this O-101 example. Sharply defined for the About Uncirculated grade, this 
partially reflective coin has only a few light abrasions accompanying faint die polish lines and minor areas of circulation 
wear. Few 1801 half dollars are finer.  CDN Retail Price Guide...$15,000.

6175 1836 Capped Bust Half Dollar, Reeded Edge -- NGC AU53 $4,250 Mintage...5,000.  The only known dies.  This warmly toned example exhibits dominant smoky-gray patina that yields to a 
halo of bolder olive-charcoal and cobalt blue around the obverse periphery. Sharply defined over the focal features with 
wisps of original luster evident. 

6176 1837 Capped Bust Half Dollar, Reeded Edge -- NGC MS-65 $12,500 Brief 50 CENTS Reverse Design Type.  Both sides are dusted with pretty iridescent toning in vivid champagne-pink and 
golden-apricot. The strike is razor sharp to full.  This coin and other high grade 1837 half dollars may owe their exceptional 
preservation to the Panic of 1837, which settled over the United States after New York City banks suspended specie 
payments on May 10, 1837. Bank customers could no longer exchange paper at par for specie, leaving paper money and 
copper coinage to carry the work of day-to-day business in most areas of the country. Millions of half dollars sat in bank 
vaults, despite the 1837 establishment of a bullion fund by Act of Congress that allowed the U.S. Mint to produce silver 
coins without waiting for deposits of bullion. By the time the panic subsided, allowing silver coins to reenter circulation, few 
Gems were left among the bank stockpiles. Today, more than 90% of Mint State 1837 halves certified by PCGS and NGC 
grade MS-64 or lower. For the quality-conscious type collector, this offering represents a fleeting bidding opportunity.  NGC 
Price Guide...$17,850.6176 1837 Capped Bust Half Dollar -- NGC MS64 $5,200 Lustrous, Choice for the Variety.   Die cracks through the final stars, and clash marks in the field, combine to attribute the 
die marriage.  The strike is sharp and you will find lustrous surfaces that are lightly toned and impressively devoid of 
contact. The reverse dentils remain strong.  NGC Price Guide...$5,750

6243 1843 Seated Liberty Half Dollar -- NGC MS65 $6,500 Pop 4 with only one finer among all varieties.  The 1843 half eagle dollar is rare at the Gem level regardless of variety.  This 
variety represents the only use of this shattered reverse die, which shows a network of heavy die cracks that is reminiscent 
of a spider's web. The obverse die is also cracked around the periphery.  This coin is featured on the cover of the reference 
book -- A Register of Liberty Seated Half Dollar Varieties, Volume V.  The present coin displays luminous, frosty mint luster 
and delicate champagne tinting. The strike is sharp, and each side showcases outstanding preservation.  NGC Price 
Guide...$9,375.6268 1852 Seated Liberty Half Dollar -- NGC MS66+ $13,000 Only 2 numerically finer.  Both in MS67.  This remarkable GEM is the second FINEST graded example for this lower mintage 
date. Only 77,130 were struck for commerce and precious few were saved at the time of issue. There are just two graded 
higher at NGC, and there is nothing finer than MS66 at PCGS.  Distinctive splashes of gold on the obverse will serve to 
identify this GEM beauty. Sharply struck, the details exquisitely executed and enlivened by bold satiny brilliance. The eye 
appeal is excellent in every way.  NGC Price Guide in MS66‚Ä¶$17,500.  In MS67‚Ä¶$30,000.  Greysheet¶$12,500.

6281 1855 Seated Half Dollar - PCGS AU58 $675 Nice soft white overall.  PCGS Price Guide...$1100
6442 1881 Liberty Seated Half Dollar - Type 1 reverse -- PCGS PR65 $2,250 Mintage...975.  An originally and moderately toned specimen with iridescent multicolored undertones. Here is a gorgeous 

Gem quality coin, one of 975 Proofs struck for the date.  PCGS Price Guide...$3700.
6450 1889 Seated Half Dollar -- NGC PF65 $1,950 Stunning piece with a tinge of attractive tone around the rim.  NGC Price guide...$4150.
6461 1892 Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS MS65 $1,675 Handsome and undeniably original toning blankets both sides in a blend of antique copper-gold and warmer steel-blue. The 

underlying luster is full and, were it just a tad more intense, the smooth-looking surfaces would probably have secured an 
even higher Gem Mint State grade. Sharply to fully struck, this is an outstanding high grade type candidate for this first year 
of Barber silver coinage.  PCGS Price Guide...$2359

6476 1896-S Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS MS64 $3,250 Like the 1896-S Barber quarter, this half dollar issue is a better date in the series. Examples are scarce but obtainable in near-
Gem condition. Soft mint luster radiates beneath shades of deep steel-gray patina.  PCGS Price Guide...$5000.

6500 1904-S Barber Half -- NGC MS65 $27,500 Pop 1.  Two Finer.  Blazing white.  A meager mintage of 553,038 Barber half dollars was accomplished at the San Francisco 
Mint in 1904. Most of the mintage circulated heavily in the regional economy and few high-quality examples were saved by 
contemporary collectors. As a result, the 1904-S is one of the most challenging issues in the Barber half dollar series, 
especially in high grade. This spectacular Gem exhibits sharply detailed design elements. The virtually pristine brilliant 
surfaces are lustrous and appealing.  NGC Price Guide..$38,500.

6502 1905-O Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS MS65 CAC $4,200 Pop 11 with only 10 Finer at PCGS. This CAC-endorsed Gem is well-preserved with light golden toning. Seldom do Mint State 
survivors of this challenging New Orleans Mint issue possess the above average striking quality and superior surface 
preservation of this piece. Detail on the obverse and reverse is universally full. Value priced when compared to the PCGS 
Price Guide comps shown below.  PCGS Price Guide in MS65...$4,500; in MS66‚Ä¶$5,750

6514 1908-O Barber Half Dollar-- NGC MS67 $5,750 Pop 4 with only one finer at NGC.  Gorgeous multicolor toning shrouds the surfaces in shades of violet, blue, green, yellow, 
and golden-orange. The underlying fields are exceptionally clean with lively satin luster. The reverse is noticeably strong 
with complete detail.  NGC Price Guide...$10,000. 

6515 1908-S Barber Half -- NGC MS65 $3,600 An exemplary Gem example of a popular branch mint issue. Both sides are lightly toned in dusky pearl-gray and champagne-
apricot hues. Its true scarcity is overlooked. The 1908-S, in fact, is a close second to the 1907-S in terms of Mint State rarity 
among late date Barber half dollars. Finer than normally seen, the present example will attract much attention in this and 
future market appearances.  NGC Price Guide...$4850.

6527 1913 Barber Half Dollar -- MS65 CAC $4,950 Pop 10 with Only One finer.  Beautiful rose-gray patina blends with smooth, frosty luster. The surfaces are expertly 
preserved, as befits the assigned grade, and the strike is bold to sharp throughout.  At the CAC-approved Gem level, this key 
date Philadelphia Mint issue is undeniable as a condition rarity.  PCGS Price Guide in MS65 Non-CAC...$5000.  In 
MS66...$9500.
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6553 1906 Barber Half -- NGC PF67 $3,950 Only 5 finer between both services.  The surfaces of this proof Barber half dollar appear dark at first glance, but rotation 
beneath a proper light reveals magnificent shades of orange-gold, blue, and forest-green. The underlying fields are watery 
and contact-free.  NGC Price Guide...$6300.

6568 1916-S Walking Liberty Half Dollar -- PCGS MS65 $7,500 Significant First Year 1916-S Walking Liberty Half.  Attractive surfaces are lustrous with a softly frosted texture. Expectably 
smooth for the assigned grade, both sides are also brilliant apart from wisps of pale champagne-pink iridescence. Well 
struck for the issue with uncommonly bold to sharp detail throughout the design.  PCGS Price Guide...$10,000.

6583 1921 Walking Liberty Half Dollar -- PCGS MS64+ CAC $16,500 Low Mintage.  This piece is visually engaging with mottled reddish-copper and olive-bronze patina nestles in the more 
protected areas of this otherwise antique silver-gray example. Well struck overall, most features are sharp. Softly frosted 
luster is full and free of troublesome blemishes.  This prized rarity has always been in high demand, as the low mintage of 
246,000 pieces pointed early attention to these, but not until most had already entered circulation. Demand for new half 
dollars was low that year as the world economy adjusted sharply reflecting the changes from war driven production to 
peacetime activities as World War I had concluded a few years prior. Of those relatively few Mint State 1921 half dollars 
saved, not many retain the Choice or Gem level surfaces desired by many collectors. This is an upper end key date issue 
that is destined for a high end cabinet or Registry Set.  PCGS Price Guide in MS64 Plus...$15,000.  In MS65...$32,500!

6583 1921 Walking Liberty Half Dollar -- PCGS MS64 $12,500 A confidently struck near-Gem whose visual display is further enhanced by a dazzling array of mottled rose-gray patina. 
Although this issue normally comes well struck, this coin is sharper than most with nearly complete detail to Liberty's head 
and left hand. One of the key dates in the series, with Choice Uncirculated examples scarce from a market availability 
standpoint.  PCGS Price Guide...$13,500.

6587 1927-S Walking Liberty Half Dollar -- NGC MS65 $7,250 Only 10 finer at PCGS.  A premium well struck quality Gem, this lovely coin boasts fulsome mint frost and uncommonly 
smooth surfaces even for the MS-65 grade from PCGS. Both sides are richly original in preservation, as well, with mottled 
toning in copper-russet.  PCGS Price Guide...$11,250.

PCGS # Silver Dollars (All Varieties) Price Description
6853 1795 $1 Flowing Hair, Two Leaves, BB-21 -- NGC XF40 $12,500 Mintage Unknown.  The second and final year of the Flowing Hair type is much more affordable for type collectors than its 

alternative, the first-year 1794. Perhaps a majority of 1795 survivors are either the Three Leaves BB-27 or the Two Leaves 
BB-21. The latter variety is scarcer. The present problem-free Extremely Fine example displays powder-blue, stone-gray, 
and rose toning. Minor adjustment marks are evident near star 14 and the obverse center. Wear on the eagle's breast and 
Liberty's cheek and shoulder is consistent with the grade.  CDN Collectors Price Guide...$16,200.   NGC Price 
Guide...$15,000.

6861 1796 Bust Dollar, BB-65 Large Date, Small Letters -- PCGS AU55 $29,500 Pop 14 with 6 finer.  Ex: Hesselgesser.  The BB-65 is more noteworthy for its Large Date obverse, since the other 1796 
marriages are the Small Date variety. This cream-gray Choice AU Small Eagle type coin displays hints of lilac and mahogany 
patina. Well-defined with moderate wear on Liberty's cheek and the eagle's front leg. Marks are surprisingly few across 
the impressively smooth surfaces.  PCGS Price Guide...$35,000.

6872 1798 Bust Dollar, Point 9 Close Date -- NGC XF40 $3,950 Handsome example with rich and deep tones.  NGC Price Guide...$4750
7114 1880-O Morgan Dollar -- PCGS MS64 CAC $2,200 Mostly white -- well deserving of the CAC designation.  Great value when you compare to the price guide just point higher.  

PCGS Price Guide in MS64...$1800.  In MS65...$15,000!
97191 1889-CC Morgan Dollar -- PCGS MS64DMPL CAC $225,000 None Finer.  Pop 6 between both services with the  well-deserving CAC designation.  This piece is brilliant and starkly 

contrasted, showing cameo surfaces and liquid-like fields. Frosty white luster adorns the devices, which are sharply struck. A 
distinct lack of notable abrasions gives this piece eye appeal beyond its technical grade. A beautiful 1889 Carson City 
Morgan dollar.  It is the scarcest Carson City issue in the series and is one of the two major key dates overall along with the 
1893-S. The 1889-CC is also famously one of the few Carson City issues that was not represented in any significant quantity 
in the GSA sales of the 1970s. Most Mint State pieces that survive are believed to have come from certain small hoards or 
bags from decades ago.  The 1889-CC reigns supreme as the key date in the set of 'CC' silver dollars.  PCGS Price Guide in 
MS64DMPL (Non-CAC)...$255,000.

7192 1889-O Morgan Dollar -- PCGS MS65 $2,750 Attractive toning on the obverse with a blazing white reverse.  PCGs Price Guide...$3000.
7200 1890-O Morgan Dollar -- NGC MS64 $275 Light attractive tone around the rim.  
7356 1921 Peace Dollar -- NGC MS63 $950 Lightly toned.
7356 1921 Peace Dollar -- NGC MS64 $1,650 Light tones
7362 1923-S Peace Dollar -- PCGS MS63 $110 Mostly White.
7370 1927 Peace Dollar -- PCGS MS63 $225 Medium Moddled Toning on Obverse.  Blast white reverse.

PCGS # Gold Commemoratives Price Description
7444 1903 LA Purchase, McKinley G$1 -- NGC MS65 $950 ...
7447 1904  Lewis & Clark Gold Dollar -- NGC MS64 $1,450 …
7447 1904 Lewis And Clark -- NGC MS66 $5,000 This spectacular Premium Gem displays sharply detailed design elements and virtually flawless orange-gold surfaces, with 

vibrant mint luster and outstanding eye appeal.  PCGS Price Guide...$5750.
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7447 1904 Lewis and Clark Gold Dollar -- PCGS MS67 $10,500 Only 3 numerically finer between both service.  Stunning 1904 Lewis and Clark Commemorative.  This is a virtually pristine 
Superb Gem with truly exceptional eye appeal for the conditionally challenging Lewis and Clark commemorative issue. 
Warm golden-apricot in hue, the surfaces are virtually untouched and intensely satiny in finish. The purchase of the 
Louisiana territory from France in 1803 introduced approximately 530,000,000 acres of unexplored land to the United 
States, and spurred an exploratory expedition by the Corps of Discovery beginning in 1804. Created by President Thomas 
Jefferson in 1803, the corps consisted of 33 U.S. Army volunteers headed by Captain Meriwether Lewis and Second 
Lieutenant William Clark. Their mission included devising a route to the Pacific, asserting U.S. sovereignty, and establishing 
relationships with the indigenous populations. The corps left St. Charles, Missouri on May 21, 1804, and continued 
westward along the Missouri River.  PCGS Price Guide...$11,000

7447 1904 Lewis & Clark Gold Dollar -- NGC MS65 $2,450 ...
7447 1904 Lewis & Clark Gold Dollar -- NGC MS66 $5,000 ...
7448 1905 Lewis & Clark Gold Dollar -- PCGS MS64 $1,500 ...
7448 1905 Lewis and Clark Gold Dollar -- NGC MS65 $4,950 ...
7448 1905 Lewis And Clark G$1 -- PCGS MS66 $8,000 Only 4 finer certified by PCGS.  This is the scarcer of the two Lewis and Clark gold dollar issues. Gleaming orange-gold 

surfaces and boldly struck devices characterize this impressive Premium Gem.  PCGS Price guide...$14,000.
7448 1905 Lewis & Clark G$1 -- PCGS MS67 $37,500 Pop 7.  None Finer at PCGS.  The 1905 Lewis and Clark gold dollar is rarer in high grade than its 1904 counterpart. PCGS and 

NGC combined list only 10 pieces in MS67 and finer condition. This example is among the finest in a PCGS holder. The strike 
is sharp, and luster is vibrant, illuminating largely untouched surfaces, save for a slight graze in field before Lewis' portrait. 
The eye appeal of this piece owes itself to the rich coloration, which includes vivid orange-gold interiors framed by mint-
gold and sun-yellow margins. A recent sale was a PCGS CAC coin in April/May 2016, which realized $39,950. PCGS Price 
Guide...$45,000.7449 1915 S Pan Pac Gold Dollar -- NGC MS64 $660 The 1915-S Panama-Pacific gold dollar by Charles Keck features a widely heralded design with portrait of a Panama Canal 
laborer on the obverse and dolphins emblematic of the critical waterway on the reverse. This Gem example enjoys lustrous 
honey-gold surfaces. The devices show strong detail throughout.

7449 1915-S Pan Pac Gold Dollar -- PCGS MS65 $990 ...
7449 1915-S Pan Pac Gold Dollar -- PCGS MS65 CAC $1,100 ...
7450 1915-S Pan Pac $2.5 Gold Piece -- NGC MS67 $8,100 Only three numerically finer.  Satiny, beautifully preserved peach-gold surfaces yield a soft cartwheel effect on this Superb 

Gem, illuminating boldly struck devices.  NGC Price guide...$9750
7451 1915-S $50 Pan Pac Round -- NGC MS65 $162,500 Here is a beautiful Gem survivor of this legendary commemorative issue. Vivid golden-rose surfaces are uncommonly 

original in preservation. The texture is uniformly satiny and fully untroubled throughout the fields. This is a simply 
incredible representative of this large and impressive gold coin.  The rare and impressive Panama-Pacific $50 
commemoratives are featured in the popular reference 100 Greatest U.S. Coins where they are ranked #29 in the fifth 
(2019) edition.  The round version of the Panama-Pacific Exposition $50s did not sell as well as the octagonal style at the 
time of issue in 1915, hence a greater percentage of this type was returned to the Mint for melting.  In fact, Of the 1,500 
round examples struck, only 483 were distributed, making it the rarest collectible U.S. Mint commemorative coin. A good 
number of those sold, perhaps the majority, went into non-numismatic hands and as a result, they are occasionally seen 
with quite a bit of handling or other surface problems. Very few remain in full Gem Mint State preservation, as here, making 
this a significant opportunity for discerning collectors.  NGC Price Guide...$195,000.

7452 1915-S $50 Pan Pac Octagonal - NGC MS65 $157,500 Only 11 numerically Finer at NGC.  This Premium Gem has sharply detailed design elements and vibrant mint luster 
throughout. The textured orange-gold surfaces are remarkably free of distractions and the unique octagonal format invokes 
memories of the iconic fifty dollar slugs that were so popular in the Gold Rush era.  The asking price for the fifty dollar gold 
issues was $100 per coin, a prohibitive expense for most collectors of that era. As might be expected, sales were slow, 
despite the many marketing strategies employed to interest consumers. In the end, only 645 Octagonal fifties were 
distributed, creating an instant numismatic rarities for later generations of collectors.  Grey Sheet Bid...$190,000.  NGC Price 
Guide...$225,000.  CDN Retail Price Guide...$228,000.

7454 1916 McKinley G$1 - PCGS MS64 $500
7454 1916 McKinley G$1 - PCGS MS65 $750 Flashy GEM Gold Commemorative.
7455 1917 McKinley G$1 - PCGS MS63 $575 ...
7455 1917 McKinley G$1 - PCGS MS65 $750 ...
7458 1922 Grant No Star -- NGC MS66 $1,750 …
7466 1926 $2.5 Sesquicentennial -- PCGS MS65 $1,750 ...
7466 1926 $2.5 Sesquicentennial -- PCGS MS66 $5,150 ...

PCGS # Gold Dollars Price Description
7517 1852 Gold Dollar -- PCGS MS64 CAC $1,000 Pleasing and PQ for the grade, the strike is crisp and complete, the surfaces satiny with a medium gold frost, and the eye 

appeal is nice overall.
7517 1852 Gold Dollar -- NGC MS62 $450 Nice and Original.
7532 1855 Type 2 Gold Dollar -- NGC MS65 $24,500 Only 11 finer at NGC.  Superior Strike and Eye Appeal.  This coveted and lovely Gem 1855 gold dollar offers superior 

technical quality and outstanding visual appeal for this conditionally challenging gold dollar type. Frosty surfaces are fully 
lustrous and display wisps of iridescent pinkish-rose to a base of warm golden-apricot color. Sharply struck overall. This coin 
has exceptional eye appeal.  NGC Price Guide...$32,500.
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670730 1856-S Gold Dollar, SSCA -- PCGS MS62+CAC $17,500 Pop 1 with only 9 finer at CAC..  Includes pinch of California Gold Dust from the SSCA.  This is quite Type 2 gold dollar with 
exceptional golden surfaces and brilliant luster.  In fact, it was awarded a PCGS plus and CAC designation making it one of 
the top tier coins in the mintage -- even though it was discovered on the ocean's floor more than a century after the SSCA 
shipwreck.  The Central America sank off the coast of North Carolina on September 12, 1857.   PCGS Price Guide in 
MS62...$20,000.  In MS63...$27,000. 

7581 1880 Gold Dollar -- NGC MS68 $9,700 Two finer with one each at PCGS and NGC. This beautiful Superb Gem borders on pristine. The bright and lustrous surfaces 
display a bold blend of frosty mint luster and light rose-gold patina. It is fully struck with exceptionally smooth and well 
preserved features.  NGC Price Guide...$12,500

7638 1888 Gold Dollar -- NGC PF65+ Cameo $9,500 Pop 11 with 19 finer at NGC.  This is one of 1,079 proof gold dollar struck in 1888, the year before the denomination was 
abolished. Probably fewer than 225 examples survive. Definition is expectedly razor-sharp and contrast is bold.   Premium 
quality Gems such as this are in great demand from today's quality conscious numismatists. A beautiful specimen in all 
regards, this high end Gem is sure to please.  NGC Price Guide...$12,750.

PCGS # $2.5 Gold Quarter Eagles Price Description
7653 1805 Quarter Eagle -- NGC MS61 $27,500 Pop. 10 with 4 Numerically Finer between both services.  Rare in Mint State.  Mint records indicate 1,781 quarter eagles 

were struck in 1805. Interestingly, the reverse die used in the production of these coins was also employed in the 
manufacture of 1806 and 1807 quarter eagles and all 1807 dimes. About 100 to 150 examples of the 1805 quarter survive, 
but not many of them can match the quality of this Uncirculated offering. Flashy yellow-gold surfaces exhibit bold 
peripheral detail combined with softness over the central devices. Faint diagonal adjustment marks occur on the obverse 
through the date and across the portrait. 

7673 1833 $2.5 Quarter Eagle -- NGC MS62 $26,000 Pop 5 with 9 finer.  This MS62 specimen shows bold definition. The fields are reflective, as usual, since the limited mintage 
means that every coin is an early strike. The surfaces display attractive greenish, yellow-gold color. All quarter eagles from 
1829 through 1834, prior to the first Classic Head coins, are rare in all grades. Some have called the 1833 one of the rarest 
of the rare, for it is more elusive than nearly any other date in this short series.  CDN Retail Price Guide...$31.200.

7693 1835 $2.5 Classic Quarter Eagle -- NGC MS64 $16,500 Only two finer between both services.  A scarce issue in all Mint State grades, the 1835 is rarer at this level than the lower 
mintage 1834 and was obviously not saved to the same extent as its first year counterpart. This extraordinary near-Gem 
ranks high in the Condition Census for the issue.  A delightful example of this date and one of the finest seen.  For the 
specialist who demands quality, this coin would be a splendid purchase.  NGC Price Guide,..$19,000.

7701 1839-O $2.5 Classic Head Quarter Eagle -- NGC MS62 $27,500 Pop 13 with 7 finer at NGC.  This vividly toned example is awash in a warm blend of reddish-honey and deep orange-gold. 
Satiny luster is full and lively, as befits the impressive Mint State grade from NGC. Sharply defined overall, a significant 
positive in an early date New Orleans Mint coin, this is certainly a premium quality example of a challenging issue.  The 1839-
O is a numismatically significant issue with tremendous appeal for advanced gold enthusiasts. It is the first New Orleans 
Mint quarter eagle, the only one of the Classic Head design type, and the only one that displays the O mintmark on the 
obverse.  NGC Price Guide...$25,000.  CDN Retail Price Guide...$28,800

7785 1857-S Liberty Quarter Eagle, SSCA with Pinch of Gold -- PCGS MS63 CAC $25,000 Only 1 finer at PCGS.  Includes pinch of California Gold Dust from SSCA.  The 1857-S Liberty quarter eagle is more difficult 
to locate than its mintage of 69,200 pieces would suggest, especially in mint state grades.  This piece is lustrous and well 
deserving of the CAC designation.  The SS Central America, known as the Ship of Gold, was a 280-foot (85 m) sidewheel 
steamer that operated between Central America and the East Coast of the United States during the 1850s. She was 
originally named the SS George Law, after George Law of New York. The ship sank in a hurricane in September 1857, along 
with 425 of her 578 passengers and crew and 30,000 pounds (13,600 kg) of gold, contributing to the Panic of 1857. PCGS 
Price Guide in MS63…$20,000.  In MS64…$50,000

97919 1893 $2.5 Liberty -- NGC PF67 Ultra Cameo $35,000 Montage...106.  Pop 9 with 3 finer at NGC.  The only known dies.  This is truly a breathtakingly and beautiful proof Quarter 
Eagle.  An enchanting Superb piece that really needs to be seen to be fully appreciated. Fully struck with razor sharp detail 
to even the most intricate design elements, the devices also possess a softly frosted finish from the dies. The fields, on the 
other hand, exhibit illimitable depth of reflectivity that forms a splendid backdrop to the design elements. Bathed in vivid 
olive-orange color with a tinge of pale rose, the surfaces are expertly preserved and temptingly close to numismatic 
perfection. Sure to appeal to even the most discerning Proof gold type or date collector.  PCGS estimates that only 50 to 75 
coins are extant, and with most examples off the market in tightly held cabinets.  NGC Price Guide...$50,000.

7931 1905 $2.5 Liberty -- NGC PF67 $23,500 Pop 5 Only one finer at NGC. This gorgeous Superb Gem proof has rich golden surfaces with pinpoint design details. The 
devices on this 1905 are also highly reflective and there is a slight trace of contrast, depending on the angle you view this 
beauty.  A delight to behold.  NGC Price Guide...$35,000.

7960 1911 $2.5 Indian -- NGC PF67 $44,000 Mintage...191.  Among the second finest known.  Pop 17 with 14 finer at NGC.  An outstanding example of the Sandblast 
Proof Indian quarter eagle. Both sides are bathed in rich mustard-gold patina, the surfaces characteristic of the issue with a 
fine grain texture to the sandblast finish.  The 1911 represents the Mint's return to the sandblast finish for Proof Indian 
quarter eagles after its brief experimentation with the satin (a.k.a. "Roman Gold") finish in 1909 and 1910. Only 191 pieces 
were produced, although it is the sign of the extreme rarity of the Proof Indian quarter eagle series as a whole that with 
upward of 120 coins believed extant.  NGC Price Guide...$50,000.  CDN Greysheet...$44,000.

7944 1912 $2.5 Indian -- NGC MS62 $725 …
PCGS # $3 Gold Half Eagles Price Description
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7971 1854-O $3 Gold Piece -- PCGS AU53 $6,950 The 1854-O was the lone three dollar gold piece struck at the New Orleans Mint, which has garnered it significant 
popularity. With a mintage of 24,000 pieces, this issue is available in low grades, but it becomes moderately scarce in AU 
and is a rarity in Mint State. This AU53 example has pleasing green-gold patina and is generally well-defined.  A PCGS 1854-O 
Three Dollar Gold piece in the same grade recently sold for $10,800.

7971 1854-O $3 Gold Piece -- NGC AU55 $8,950 Fresh old NGC holder.  This Choice AU example, shows bright honey-gold patina with hints of luster remaining in the fields. 
Eye appeal is pleasing.  Alone among New Orleans Mint issues in the three-dollar gold series, the 1854-O was produced to 
the extent of 24,000 pieces. This is a generous total for the type, but attrition through circulation was high and of the 1,000 
or so coins believed extant most grade EF or lower. 

88052 1888 Three Dollar Gold Piece -- NGC PF65 Cameo $31,500 Only 291 struck with 12 numerically finer at NGC.  Here is a remarkable Cameo proof specimen with fully brilliant yellow-
gold surfaces. The fields are deeply mirrored and admirably display the boldly defined and frosty devices.  In 1888 the 
Philadelphia Mint struck 5,000 business strikes and 291 proofs of the 1888 three dollar gold piece. Of the proofs, it is 
estimated that only 110 to 130 examples have survived.   NGC Price Guide...$35,500.

PCGS # $5 Gold Half Eagles Price Description
8066 1795 $5 Small Eagle -- NGC AU58 $79,500 The 1795 Draped Bust, Small Eagle five dollar represents the very first issue for the denomination in the history of this 

country. In fact, this type represents the inaugural production of any United States gold denomination -- 744 half eagles 
delivered on July 31, 1795. This piece is sharply struck, near-fully lustrous example. The texture is soft and satiny with subtle 
semi-reflective tendencies evident in the fields as the surfaces dip into a light. Attractively original, blushes of pale rose 
peripheral iridescence blend with dominant color in deep olive and orange-gold.

8077 1797/5 Capped Bust Right Half Eagle, 15 Stars -- PCGS AU53 $97,500 Pop 2 with 6 finer at PCGS.  It's estimated that only 12 to 20 known.  Ex: Harry W. Bass, Jr. Collection. Bass-Dannreuther 
Die State BD-7. Only Collectible 1797 Large Eagle Variety.  From a mintage estimated at no more than 1,000 pieces, 
perhaps only 12 to 20 pieces survive from the 1797/5 BD-7 dies. Harry Bass had two examples in his collection, reserving 
this late die state coin for the Core Collection. It serves as the plate coin in the Bass-Dannreuther book illustrating the 
important BD-7 variety.  A total of seven varieties are known for 1797-dated half eagles. Four of those varieties feature the 
Small Eagle reverse. The Large (Heraldic) Eagle reverse appears on three varieties, of which two die marriages (BD-5 and 
BD-6) are unique. Those single specimens are preserved in the Smithsonian. That leaves this rare BD-7 overdate as the sole 
collectible Large Eagle die pair. Harry Bass purchased this coin 54 years ago from a Lester Merkin auction.  PCGS Price 
Guide...$160,000.

8102 1808 Capped Bust $5 Half Eagle, Wide 5 -- NGC MS63 $25,500 Pop 18 with 8 finer.  Very scarce.  This is an impressive green-gold piece that boasts a sharp strike.  It's lustrous and 
beautiful.  Marks are few and none are remotely worthy of mention. Housed in a circa-2000 holder.  No early gold half 
eagles can be considered common.  CDN Price Guide...$30,600.

8112 1812 $5 Half Eagle, BD-1, Wide 5D -- NGC MS64 $30,000 Only 8 Finer.  The final year of John Reich's Draped Bust to Left design features only two varieties -- one with 5D widely 
separated such as the present coin, and the other die marriage with 5D normally spaced. While the 1812 issue had a 
respectable 58,087-piece mintage, both the BD-1 and BD-2 varieties remain scarce in Choice Uncirculated or finer grades. 
This is a smooth and well-preserved example, with original green-gold color and a sweeping die scratch that curves 
through the horizontal shield stripes into the eagle's adjacent wings. Nearly all 1812 BD-1 half eagles show this unusual 
Mint-made die defect. Struck from an early die state, the coin displays no evidence of die clashing.  NGC Price 
Guide...$42,000

8116 1813 $5 Half Eagle, BD-1 -- PCGS MS63 $25,000 The present coin radiates mint luster, with no breaks over the high points. The attractive green-gold surfaces show 
underlying shades of yellow, with just a hint of reddish patina. The strike is crisp.  A large mintage of 95,428 Capped Head 
Left half eagles was accomplished in 1813, the first year of the new design featuring the smaller bust. Two varieties are 
known for the date, with the present BD-1 die pairing most often seen.  PCGS Price Guide...26,500.

8145 1825/4/1 $5 Liberty -- PCGS PR62 POR Price on request.  This piece is extraordinary. The obverse is fully struck with strong cameo contrast. The mirrored fields are 
greenish-gold, while the lustrous devices are brilliant yellow. The reverse also features a gold strike with brilliant and frosty 
light yellow-gold surfaces. A trace of orange toning is limited to the E of UNITED. In our opinion, the reverse, if graded 
separately would qualify at the MS64 or MS65 level. This impressive half eagle is the third finest of three known, meaning it 
is the "affordable" proof 1825 Over Partial 4 half eagle. This example from the Harry W. Bass, Jr. Collection is a one-sided 
proof with the obverse showing full proof characteristics, and the reverse showing no proof attributes. While there are 
those in the numismatic field that suggest one-sided proofs are impossible, this coin and several other early proof half 
eagles suggest otherwise. There are one-sided proofs of other denominations known as well. The obverse die was highly 
polished and one side of the planchet was specially prepared to receive the obverse die impression. That combination of 
procedures is not coincidental. This piece and the other proof 1825/4 half eagles were carefully and specially produced at 
the Mint.8300 1866-S Liberty Head Half Eagle, No Motto -- PCGS AU50 $8,950 Pop 3 with 11 finer.  From an important transitional year in the Liberty Head half eagle series comes this attractive 1866-S 
No Motto example. The eye appeal is exceptional with deep, rich honey-rose color blending with softly frosted mint luster. 
The strike is sharp at virtually all design features. Uncommonly smooth for the issue, we note only wispy handling marks 
that are minimally distracting in hand.  The San Francisco Mint struck only 9,000 No Motto Liberty Head half eagles in 1866 
before dies for the new Motto design arrived from the mint in Philadelphia. PCGS Price Guide...$16,000.

8345 1878 $5 Liberty -- NGC MS61 $750 …
8359 1882 -CC $5 Liberty -- PCGS MS61 $15,500 This is an impressive Mint State example with sharp definition on all design elements. Fresh original and Lustrous gold 

surfaces. PCGS Price Guide...$20,000
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8376 1890-CC $5 Liberty -- PCGS MS63 $7,900 Brilliant and frosty. Sharply struck. Despite a generous mintage (by Carson City standards) of 53,800 pieces, comparatively 
few Uncirculated examples can be accounted for today.  PCGS Price Guide in MS63...$8,000.

8376 1890-CC $5 Liberty -- PCGS MS63 CAC $9,500 Lustrous and original.  PCGS Price Guide in MS63 Non-CAC...$8000.  In MS64...$20,000.
8378 1891-CC $5 Liberty -- NGC MS61 $2,700
8384 1893-CC $5 Liberty -- NGC AU58 $3,050 Nice and original.  NGC Price Guide...$3725
8400 1900 $5 Liberty -- NGC MS64 CAC $1,200 Nice fresh original piece.  There is reason it's CAC certified!
8404 1901-S $5 Liberty -- PCGS MS64 CAC POR ...

88482 1887 $5 Liberty -- PCGS PR60 Cameo CAC $35,000 Prized Proof-Only Issue.  Half eagle proof mintages crept up in the late 1880s, but the 1887 date is special because no 
circulation strikes were made. Demand is strong for the proof-only issue regardless of grade, with a handful of circulated 
proofs that exist among the 35 to 40 pieces that survive in all grades. This Cameo example qualifies for the unusual grade 
of PR60 Cameo, with CAC endorsement. It is the sole representative of that grade level at either PCGS or NGC. Light, 
friction-like abrasions are seen in the reflective medium-gold fields, yet much eye appeal survives and the frosted devices 
retain enough contrast for the Cameo designation.  PCGS Price Guide...$40,000.

88483 1888 $5 Liberty -- PCGS PR64 Cameo CAC $26,000 In CAC, Pop 3 with 2 finer.   Mint records indicate that only 94 proof half eagles were coined in 1888, and less than half of 
those survive, perhaps 35 to 45 coins. While a few survivors are finer than this example, this is a remarkably attractive 
piece with rich yellow-gold luster and excellent contrast.  PCGS Price Guide in PR64CA...$25,000.  In PR65CA...$52,500.

8510 1908 $5 Indian -- PCGS MS64 $2,950 Nice fresh, lustrous and original.  CDN Retail Price Guide...$3440.
8512 1908-S $5 Indian -- NGC AU55 $2,250 Nice and Original.  NGC Price Guide...$2750.
8515 1909-O $5 Indian -- PCGS XF45 $8,250 The famous New Orleans Mint struck coins for the last time in 1909, when a small mintage of 34,200 Indian half eagles was 

accomplished. The 1909-O is the only Indian half eagle struck at the popular Southern facility and the low mintage makes it 
an elusive key in the series. This Choice XF specimen has pleasing orange-gold surfaces.  PCGS Price Guide...$10,000.

8515 1909-O $5 Indian -- PCGS AU50 $9,750 With only 34,200 produced, the 1909-O represents the low mintage of the Indian Head five dollar series, and the only O-
mint issue in the series. A key to the series, this attractive About Uncirculated example offers pleasing orange-gold color.  
PCGS Price Guide in AU50...$11,000.

8515 1909-O $5 Indian -- PCGS AU55 $12,200 With only 34,200 produced, the 1909-O represents the low mintage of the Indian Head five dollar series, and the only O-
mint issue in the series. A key to the series, this attractive About Uncirculated example offers pleasing orange-gold color.  
PCGS Price Guide in AU50...$11,000.

8515 1909-O $5 Indian -- NGC MS63 $105,000 Pop 8 with 9 Finer at NGC.  Remarkable absolute and condition rarity.  This is an extraordinarily attractive example of this 
major rarity. The surfaces are original, with each side showing intermixed bright gold and lilac patina. The strike is strong 
throughout.  DID YOU KNOW?  The 1909-O half eagle is one of the rarest regular-issue coins from the 20th century. Only 
34,200 pieces were issued in this final year of production in the New Orleans Mint. While occasionally available in VF 
through AU grades, the number of Uncirculated pieces is always in extremely short supply. In fact, the number certified in 
Mint State can only be compared to the legendary 1929.  NGC Price Guide...$110,000.

8516 1909-S $5 Indian -- PCGS MS62 $7,750 This collectible example is well struck and displays original honey-gold patina.  The 1912-S is among the scarcer entries in 
the Mint State Indian half eagle series.  PCGS Price Guide...$9000.

8520 1911 $5 Indian -- NGC MS63 CAC $2,200 Nice bright and lustrous.  
8521 1911-D $5 Indian -- PCGS AU58 $4,000 Nice and Fresh.  Second only to the 1909-O in the Indian half eagle series in terms of rarity and popularity, the 1911-D has 

long since gained appreciation as the key issue that it is.  PCGS Price Guide...$5,000.
8521 1911-D $5 Indian Half Eagle -- PCGS MS62 $14,000
8524 1912-S $5 Indian -- PCGS MS62 $6,250 The 1912-S is among the scarcer entries in the Mint State Indian half eagle series.  This is a lovely Uncirculated example that 

displays even gold color throughout.  PCGS Price Guide...$7,000.
8531 1915-S $5 Indian -- PCGS MS62 $8,250 Lustrous medium gold surfaces are boldly to sharply defined over the focal features. The S mintmark is fully outlined and 

readily appreciable. One of the leading condition rarities in the Indian half eagle series of 1908 to 1929, the 1915-S (just 
164,000 pieces produced) is scarce to rare in all Mint State grades.  PCGS Price Guide...$12,500.

l $10 Gold Eagles Price Description
8563 1800 Capped Bust Right Eagle, BD1 -- NGC MS61 $37,500 Mintage 5,999 with only 200 to 300 known.  Impressive Mint State preservation for this popular, yet challenging gold design 

type from the earliest years of U.S. Mint coinage.  The strike is well centered, and the borders are fully and uniformly 
denticulated.  This is a bright and flashy piece that would do equally well in a high quality gold type or variety set.  NGC 
Price Guide...$39,000.

98565 1803 Capped Bust $10 Large Stars Rev. -- NGC AU58 $35,000 Pop 3 with 6 Finer at NGC.  This is a well balanced near-Mint example of an intriguing early eagle die variety. Retaining 
plenty of vibrant satin luster, both sides exhibit pleasing color that alternates between bright and medium gold. Crisp 
border dentils frame devices that are boldly defined over virtually all design elements.  PCGS Price Guide...$40,000.

8565 1803 $10 Eagle, BD-3, Small Reverse Stars -- PCGS AU55 $27,500 Only 4 finer in this variety.  A lemon-gold example that boasts a crisp strike and substantial remaining luster. Minor 
adjustment marks are evident on the bust tip and left-side stars. Neither side shows any consequential abrasions. Despite 
a Guide Book mintage of only 15,017 pieces, six die marriages exist, all of which share the same obverse die. BD-3 can be 
identified by the E in STATES, which has its right edge over a space between clouds.  PCGS Price Guide...$30,000.
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8565 1803 BD-3 Ten Dollar, Small Reverse Stars -- NGC MS61 $35,000 Pop 12.  14 Finer.  Here is an impressive Mint State example that displays satiny canary-gold surfaces with a scattering of 
light handling marks that limit the grade. The design elements are sharply detailed and has vibrant original mint luster in 
sheltered areas. The overall presentation is most attractive for this popular early gold issue.  The coin offered here 
represents the BD-3 variety, with the eagle's beak nearly touching a star point and the right foot of the E in STATES 
positioned over a cloud space. The surviving population numbers between 150 and 200 examples in all grades today, but 
Mint State specimens are elusive.  NGC Price Guide...$37,500.

8589 1843-O $10 Liberty -- NGC AU50 $2,750 …
8607 1851-O $10 Liberty -- NGC AU55 $2,400 Nice and Original.  CDN Retail...$2650.
8607 1851-O $10 Liberty -- NGC AU58 $4,950 Nice and Original.  CDN Retail...$2650.
8615 1854-S $10 Liberty -- P/N AU55 $3,700 …
8625 1858 $10 Liberty -- NGC AU53 $12,500 Pop 7 with 9 finer at NGC. The 1858 Liberty eagle boasts a minuscule business strike mintage of just 2,521 pieces. It is 

estimated that the surviving circulation strike population is 50 to 65 examples in all grades, similar to the famous 1870-CC. 
Mint State coins are prohibitively rare. This impressive AU53 example displays well-detailed design elements and pleasing 
orange-gold surfaces   NGC Price Guide...$16,000.  CDN Retail Price Guide...$15,600. Greysheet...$13,000.

8669 1874 $10 Liberty -- PCGS MS62 $4,400 Pop 8 with only 5 finer.  Nice and Original.  The surfaces are lustrous with a sharp strike. The 1874 is the first circulation 
strike eagle since 1861 to have a mintage in excess of 50,000 pieces. The Philadelphia Mint's relatively generous delivery of 
53,160 eagles this year was achieved as part of the federal government's attempt to replace worn gold coins in expectation 
of gold and paper money achieving parity in the market (which did not happen until December 1878).  PCGS Price 
Guide...$50008718 1890-CC $10 Liberty -- PCGS MS61 $8,500 Nice and original.  Loaded with mint luster, this Mint State 90-CC $10 has sharply struck devices with crisp definition.  PCGS 
Price Guide...$12,500.

8749 1901-S $10 Liberty -- PCGS MS64 CAC $2,350 Near gem beauty.  Fresh with a CAC sticker.
8901 1907 $10 Indian, Wire Rim, Periods, Judd-1901, Raised Stars on Edge -- PCGS MS65 $115,000 Mintage...500.  The specimen is among the finest certified for this iconic issue, the one that most closely represents Saint-Gaudens' and 

Roosevelt's vision for the $10 gold coin. It is a numismatic treasure.  Breathtaking 1907 Wire Rim Eagle. Exceptional Gem quality for this classic 
rarity in the 20th century gold series. Delightful golden-orange surfaces are satiny in finish with a pristine appearance. The strike is full with 
razor sharp detail throughout the design. This is easily one of the most beautiful examples of this historic Indian eagle design type.  The issue is 
so scarce that it has long been considered a pattern as well as a regular-issue eagle, though that depends on where you stand in the argument. 
Either way, it answers to Judd-1901 in the Judd pattern reference.  ‚Ä¢  The Saint-Gaudens gold eagle is widely considered one of the high 
water marks of American numismatic design. President Theodore Roosevelt was a fierce critic of the then-current coin designs and in order to 
improve them he conspired with Cornish, New Hampshire artist Saint-Gaudens to redesign the entire series of coins. Saint-Gaudens produced 
several designs including an obverse he originally intended for the cent. When Roosevelt saw this design, he recommended - ordered, really - 
that the left facing bust of Liberty should wear a war bonnet instead of a laurel wreath. Saint-Gaudens made the change in February 1907 but 
thought it should be used for the double eagle instead. Again Roosevelt objected as he preferred a representation of Liberty walking forward 
for the largest denomination. Instead the bust of Liberty wearing a feathered headdress would go onto the eagle. PCGS Price Guide...$125,000.

PCGS # $20 Gold Eagles Price Description
8907 1852-O $20 Liberty -- NGC AU55 $9,500 Nice and bright.  The New Orleans Mint was the only Southern mint to produce the double eagle and only did so in modest 

quantities using gold provided from the vast California gold fields. Above EF, this issue is quite scarce and with fewer than 
two dozen different Mint State examples believed extant, AU specimens - rare in their own right - are in constant demand 
from double eagle collectors and Southern gold specialists..  Trends...$11,500

670694 1855-S $20 Liberty, Faint Right S, SSCA -- PCGS MS62 $28,500 Includes pinch of California Gold Dust from SSCA.  What a treasure!  A glorious example of this popular early San Francisco 
Mint gold issue. Boldly struck with bountiful mint luster, the surfaces are further adorned with exceptionally original color.  
Despite the fact that piece was discovered at the ocean floor more then a century after the SSCA shipwreck, this issue 
remains solidly in the Mint State category.  Prior to the discovery and salvage of the S.S. Central America treasure, the 
1855-S was a major condition rarity in Mint State. Of the 304 examples recovered from that shipwreck, 63 coins were in 
Mint State preservation.  The S.S. Central America coins, have been expertly preserved and now account for the majority 
of Mint State 1855-S twenties certified by PCGS. 

670710 1856-S $20 Liberty, No Serif, Right S -- PCGS MS62 CAC $14,000 At CAC...Pop 1 with none finer of the No Serif, Right S variety.   Includes pinch of California Gold Dust from SSCA.  Richly 
original color dominates the coin, enhanced by full mint luster. The surfaces are impressively smooth for both the issue 
and the assigned grade. Boldly to sharply struck offering outstanding eye appeal and extraordinary numismatic 
desirability.  Though nearly 1.2 million examples of this issue were produced, survivors are surprisingly scarce in Mint 
State. The recovery of 1,085 examples on the wreck of the S.S. Central America somewhat increased availability, though 
less than 500 pieces are likely to exist across all Uncirculated grades.  PCGS Price Guide in MS62 (Non-CAC)…$15,000.  In 
MS63…$22,500.  

8922 1857-S $20 Liberty -- NGC MS62 $4,900 The look of this MS62 representative distinguishes it from the plentiful 1857-S twenties recovered from the S.S. Central 
America. It is likely one of the few Mint State examples to have survived naturally above sea level. Mint frost issues from 
luminous yellow-gold surfaces.  NGC Price Guide...$6250.

8932 1861 $20 Liberty -- PCGS XF45 $2,600 Nice & Original.  PCGS Price Guide...$3100
8932 1861 $20 Liberty -- PCGS AU50 $2,750 Nice & Original.  PCGS Price Guide...$3100
8932 1861 $20 Liberty -- PCGS AU55 $2,750 Nice & Original.  PCGS Price Guide...$3100
8932 1861 $20 Liberty -- PCGS MS60 $3,900 Nice & Original.  PCGS Price Guide...$3100
8932 1861 $20 Liberty -- PCGS MS62 $7,000 Nice & Original.  PCGS Price Guide...$3100
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8934 1861-O $20 Liberty -- NGC AU50 $49,500 This is a well preserved and attractive example of the Type I Liberty Head double eagles Handsome deep honey-olive color 
is seen on both sides, direct lighting calling forth more vivid highlights. With superior quality and eye appeal for this 
exceptionally challenging issue is ideal for an advanced collection of double eagles or Southern gold coinage.  The 
desirability of the 1861-O double eagle is well established and stems from two important characteristics of this issue. First, 
the 1861-O is a scarce issue in all grades with no more than 175 coins believed extant from a mintage of 17,741 pieces. 
Second, the mintage for the 1861-O comprises coins that were struck under three different governments -- a unique 
occurrence in the Liberty Head double eagle series. First, 5,000 were struck under the authority of the United States of 
America.  And 9,750 were struck under the authority of the State of Louisiana after it seceded from the Union and took over 
control of the New Orleans Mint.  The final 2.991 were struck under the authority of the Confederate States of America after 
Louisiana joined the Southern Confederacy.  PCGS Price Guide...$60,000.

8943 1865 $20 Liberty, SS Republic, Date In Rim -- NGC MS63 CAC $23,500 This double eagle seemingly never had a chance to circulate, as it was still in its year of issue when it was loaded onto the 
Republic and sank to the bottom of the Atlantic. A well-defined coin overall with broad cartwheel luster swirling through 
gold fields. This is a quality representative of its Type One Philadelphia issue.  The S.S. Republic sank off the coast of 
Georgia, the result of a hurricane. This ship was finally located in July 2003 by Odyssey Marine Exploration, Inc. By January 
2004, over 17,000 coins had been recovered along with several hundred other artifacts.  NGC Price Guide MS63 (non-
CAC)...$23,500.  In MS64…$25,000.

8971 1874-CC $20 Liberty -- PCGS AU58 $12,300 ...
8971 1874-CC $20 Liberty -- PCGS MS60 $19,500 PCGS Price Guide...$27,500.
8975 1875-S $20 Liberty -- PCGS MS60 $2,650 PCGS Price Guide...$3250.
8975 1875-S $20 Liberty -- PCGS MS61 CAC $5,000 Nice bright and lustrous.  PCGS Price Guide in MS61...$4000.  In MS62...$5500.
9014 1890-CC $20 Liberty -- PCGS AU55 $6,250 ...
9014 1890-CC $20 Liberty -- PCGS AU55 CAC $6,750 …
9014 1890-CC $20 Liberty -- PCGS AU58 $7,500 ...
9014 1890-CC $20 Liberty -- PCGS AU58 CAC $8,350 ...
9014 1890-CC $20 Liberty -- PCGS MS60 $8,900 This is a wonderfully original example with plenty of luster. Otherwise honey-gold in appearance, both sides are lustrous 

with a  smooth appearance for the assigned grade.  The mintage for this popular issue is 91,209 pieces, up more than 60,000 
coins from the preceding year's double eagle tally at the Carson City Mint. Face value back was $1,824,180. Most of the 
1890-CC double eagles in Mint State have come to light within the past two decades. Most pieces are in notably lower 
grades, usually EF or AU." Thanks to recent repatriations from foreign bank hoards, some 500 to 750 or so Mint State 1890-
CC twenties are now believed extant. These are immensely popular with both double eagle and Carson City Mint 
enthusiasts.  PCGS Price ...$10,000

9045 1904 $20 Liberty -- NGC MS62 PL $2,750 Prooflike all the way!
9045 1904 $20 Liberty -- NGC MS65 $4,050 Stunning Rich orange gold surfaces.  Luxurious satiny finish throughout.  NGC Price Guide...$4750
9118 1902 $20 Liberty Double Eagle -- NGC PF66 $185,000 Mintage ...114.  Pop 2 with none finer.  An impressive, premium Gem representative of this rare and eagerly sought late 

date Proof Liberty Head double eagle. Vivid orange-gold surfaces are universally brilliant with pronounced reflectivity 
readily evident. The delicate surfaces are free of significant handling, accentuating the color and finish. The striking detail 
is full, exhibiting even the most intricate design elements. Extremely beautiful, and destined for an advanced double eagle 
cabinet or classic U.S. Mint Proof gold collection.  The United States Mint in Philadelphia struck 114 Proof double eagles in 
1902, virtually all of which emerged with the all-brilliant finish that would characterize this Proof gold series through its 
end in 1907.  There is considerable discussion on how many of these exist with several sources estimating only 40 to 50 
known.  This is a rare issue, and its desirability among numismatists is enhanced by the low mintage, key date status of the 
circulation strike 1902 Philadelphia Mint double eagle (just 31,140 coins struck).

9135 1907 High Relief Double Eagle, Wire Rim -- NGC MS65 $46,000 This impressive Gem features a bold strike from multiple blows of the hydraulic press. The surfaces are pristine with satin 
fields that are the result of myriad die polishing lines. This highly appealing piece exhibits hints of orange on brilliant 
yellow luster.  NGC Price Guide...$50,000

9173 1922 $20 Saint Gaudens Double Eagle -- PCGS MS65 $4,100 Nice Original Better Date Saint.  PCGS Price Guide¶$4750.
9194 1932 $20 Saint-Gaudens Double Eagle -- NGC MS66 $225,000 None Numerically Finer at Either Service.  Less than 100 exist.  The present coin is a heavily frosted example whose ample 

mint luster gives the piece an exceptional eye appeal. Characteristically there is a ring of heavy metal flow around the 
periphery of each side that is present on this coin. The color is a pleasing blend of yellow and greenish-gold and the design 
elements are well-detailed. The 1932 Saint-Gaudens double eagle is a modern day rarity whose numbers have not been 
increased over the years by hoards or European stockpiles of bullion gold. Research in Mint records conducted by Dr. 
Charles W. Green in the 1940s indicates only 110 examples of the 1932 were released through official channels before the 
Gold Recall of 1933 took effect. The great majority of the mintage was melted in the late 1930s and stored in the form of 
gold bars at Fort Knox. David Akers estimated that out of the 1.1 million pieces struck, only 75-95 pieces exist today in all 
grades.  NGC Price Guide...$275,000.  CDN Collectors Price Guide...$312,000.

PCGS # Classic Silver Commemoratives Price Description
9220 1893 Isabella Quarter -- PCGS MS65 $1,150 A base of antique silver patina is enlivened by wisps of olive-copper (obverse) and champagne-pink (reverse) iridescence. 

Outstanding Gem preservation for this classic commemorative type, with a razor sharp strike and full mint luster to boot.  
PCGS Price Guide...$1700.
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9222 1900 Lafayette Dollar --- PCGS MS64 CAC $2,500 Richly toned.  A popular issue for not only its beauty but as the first and only silver dollar in the entire classic 
commemorative era. It was also the first coin to feature a U.S. president, George Washington.  PCGS Price Guide (Non-
CAC)...$2600.  In MS65...$6000.

9222 1900 Lafayette Dollar -- NGC MS65 $4,950 The Lafayette dollar is popular as the only silver dollar in the classic commemorative series. This Gem example displays 
satiny luster and a bold strike, with mottled olive-gold, amber, and russet toning over each side. Finer pieces are scarce.  
NGC Price Guide...$6,150.

9222 1900 Lafayette Dollar -- NGC MS67 $49,500 Pop 10. None Finer. Each side of this piece possesses warm, radiant luster. On the obverse, amber-russet toning with a 
touch of red covers much of the periphery, while the center is predominantly silver-gray with small, scattered flecks of 
golden-tan. The reverse rims have similar wheat patina, though the interior is mostly blue-green with a zone of rose-tinged 
gray above the horse. A simply exquisite piece that is sure to appeal to the commemorative connoisseur. Great price guide 
comp, too! NGC Price Guide...$80,000.  CDN Collectors Price Guide...$60,000

9312 1935 Hudson Half Dollar -- NGC MS67 $4,900 None Finer at either service.  One of the scarcer and more conditionally challenging classic commemorative silver issues, 
just 10,000 1935 Hudson Sesquicentennial coins were struck for distribution, plus an additional eight pieces for Assay 
purposes. Most survivors grade no finer than MS-64, and the present example is especially nice. A find for the discerning 
specialist. Great Value when comparing to the NGC Price Guide...$8,950.

PCGS # Tokens, Medals, Patterns etc. Price Description
10549 1872 Octagonal Gold 25C, Washington Head -- NGC MS65 $1,750 Only 8 finer at NGC.  Satiny in texture with sharp striking detail and abundant visual appeal.

511836 (1999) '1759' Martha Washington Dollar, J-2185 -- NGC MS66 $3,950 Mintage Unknown.  The Martha Washington design, previously used to test clad coinage circa 1965, was revived in 1999 to 
test "golden" alloys for the pending Sacagawea dollar. Struck in manganese-brass-coated copper-clad metal with a plain 
edge. In a Mike Castle signature holder.  Lustrous and sharply struck. No Price Guide Information.

9999 (2001) 1781 Paris Mint Libertas Americana Medal Gold Restrike -- NGC PF68 Ultra 
Cameo 

$5,950 43 gm. 40.3 mm. 999 Fine. Edge lettered. Medal turn. A flawless pure gold modern restrike of the famous Libertas 
Americana medal. Originally engraved by Augustin Dupr, and designed by Benjamin Franklin while he served as the U.S. 
Minister to France. 

PCGS # World Coins Price Description
393369 1719-A 1/6 Ecu Gad-295 France-Navarre. -- PCGS MS61 $650 Pop 1.  One Finer.

620212 1720-A 1/3 Ecu Gad-305 Petit Louis.  France.  -- PCGS MS63 $1,750 Pop 2 with one finer.
9999 (c.1815) France Caged Lion C/S ON 5F 5F -- NGC AU55 $7,500 Pop 1 None Finer.  Pedigree:  1811W C/S: UNC Standard


